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HOW LIBRARIES CAN HELP
AUTHORS PUBLISH IN STM JOURNALS
AVENUES FOR LIBRARIES TO BECOME ENHANCED SUPPORT SYSTEMS AND
LEARNING RESOURCE CENTERS —AT BOOTH 437
Solutions For Researchers, Academicians, Students, and Faculty.
TREVOSE, PENNSYLVANIA, DECEMBER, 31, 2013: Editage’s author support solutions can enable
libraries to better influence the communities they serve and change the global research landscape.
By accessing Editage’s scholarly communications solutions, libraries can build new revenue sources,
optimize their personnel resources; expand their outreach; build stronger networks with researchers and
publishers; and promote and exploit new modes of scholarly communication.
Editage has forged partnerships with academic communities—including researchers, academic institutions,
publishers, and journals—to help authors overcome the confines of geography and language. Their services
range from language polishing to manuscript review and journal submission support. By partnering with
Editage, libraries can play a more active role in helping members of the academic community meet their
publication goals.
In addition to supporting students and faculty with their publication-related requirements at a discounted
price, Editage can organize workshops and courses on academic writing and publication planning. They
also provide their own applet for integration into library websites, reducing the burden on additional library
resources.
By partnering with libraries, Editage is seeking to increase the range of resources available to researchers,
faculty, and institutions through a single point of access. This will potentially position libraries as a vital and
dynamic resource center across all segments of academic institutions.
About Editage: www.editage.com
An award-winning scientific communications company, Editage has helped over 47,000 authors across the
world publish their findings in international peer-reviewed journals since 2002. Editage collaborates with
journals, publishers, universities, and societies to provide editorial services to their authors, and to assist
these institutions with customized pre-production support, including pre-peer review screening, language
polishing, transcription, translation, and advisory services.
We also conduct educational workshops and seminars to help authors and editors understand and
implement good publication practices, standards, and ethics.
To know how Editage can help your library or institution, visit booth 437 or please contact
Sandi McIntyre
Account Director, Editage
Cactus Communications, Inc.
1 Neshaminy Interplex, Suite 206, Trevose, PA 19053, USA
E: sandi.mcintyre@editage.com
T: (267) 332-0051, ext. 106. l C: (267) 567-3679 l F: (267) 332-0052
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